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MAIN IDEA
Despite the title, our

initial idea was

scrapped due to the

Covid-19 situation. We

quickly began to think

of an alternate. The

innovation process

was a struggle for us.

However, it also

inspired us and we

decided to present the

struggle that we faced

while brainstorming in

an artistic manner, in

the form of

videography



Our initial idea was to film a 3 minute Travel

Film of Singapore with 2 segments. One in

the Day, One at Night. We did location

scouting and went to various locations to

experiment with our shots

These are some sample shots we took from

La Selle, Haji Lane, the Helix Bridge and the

downtown area.

However, this idea was scrapped due to the

Covid situation



INSPIRATIONS

The first step to creating an effective project plan is to set a

baseline. The baseline is the foundation on which the other

project elements will be built on. This must include a scope

statement. Start by identifying what business need the project

aims to address and how the company will benefit from the

project. Then create milestones as appropriate to the size of

the project. 

One of our inspiration is the "Bored

filmmaker challenge" started by Hong

Kong Youtuber Brandon Li, he encourages

his viewers to film a video featuring the

protagonist being stuck at home, bored.

This collides with our idea of artist block

and the idea of being listless.



The first step to creating an effective project plan is to set a

baseline. The baseline is the founation on which the other

project elements will be built on. This must include a scope

statement. Start by identifying what business need the project

aims to address and how the company will benefit from the

project. Then create milestones as appropriate to the size of

the project. 

We also took inspiration from this Youtube

video titled "How to enter flow Ep. 2" which

is a short skit that features the protagonist

finding himself stuck in an unproductive

cycle and attempts to escape it. It uses the

narration to give the video a sense of rhythm

and we took inspiration from this.



The first step to creating an effective project plan is to set a

baseline. The baseline is the founation on which the other

project elements will be built on. This must include a scope

statement. Start by identifying what business need the project

aims to address and how the company will benefit from the

project. Then create milestones as appropriate to the size of

the project. 

We took inspiration from the movie

"Joker" as the director Todd Phillips often

holds on his main character in long,

uncomfortable close-ups, which gave the

film a more tactile, lived-in feel. Arthur’s

day-to-day travels and interactions feel

almost routine and we wanted to mimic

that in our film, as our protagonist goes

through the routine of CB



Before embarking on the project, we started
off with storyboarding, or in this case script
constructing. This gave us an overall view of
the shots we need to achieve and the  general
flow of the final video. In a way, it acted as our
non visual storyboard.

PRODUCTION



The film is split into a few segments, when Ezekiel

was introduced, the expectation, the reality, and

the part when the camera zooms out, and the

audience realise the whole video is just Ezekiel

editing the video, where the theme of artist block is

portrayed again aside from the “reality” part.



We decided to use photos and take key frames
and use them for our storyboard as we felt
that we could use the opportunity to see how
the shots look

STORYBOARD

Scene 1: Introduction



STORYBOARD
Scene 2: Wake Up (Side)

Scene 3: Shower (Back)



Scene 5: Breakfast (Balcony)

STORYBOARD
Scene 4: Brush Teeth



Scene 7: Wake Up (Top)

STORYBOARD
Scene 6: Doing Work



Scene 9: Brush Teeth

STORYBOARD
Scene 8: Shower (Side)



Scene 11: Receives Text from Friend to do work

STORYBOARD
Scene 10: Breakfast (Reality)



Scene 13: Lying on Bed Resting

STORYBOARD
Scene 12: Procrastinating and Staring at Screen
Later Standing Up to Go Rest



Scene 15: Phase 2 Message

STORYBOARD
Scene 14: Procrastinating and Staring at Screen
(Back)



Scene 17: Wearing Shoe

STORYBOARD
Scene 16: Grabs Camera



SHOOTING

Due to circuit breaker measures, the bulk of
the shooting was done in Ezekiel's house,
which also corresponds to our theme of
being stuck, bored at home. With the
exception of a couple outdoor shots. It was
rather challenging to shoot within the
boundary of a small HDB flats, which limits
the choice of our shots.



Majority of the scenes were shot

inside Ezekiel's room, and as one

can see, it isn’t exactly the biggest

or best place to do a film. It was

very constricting and a lot of shots

can’t be done due to the restrictive

space.



Here are some of our rejected shots. One

example would be this, where it was

supposed to be just the left shot for the

entire scene, but we realised it was very

slow and boring, so we added more cuts

to further exaggerate the theme of

boredom. Like how he starts playing with

random toys like the rubik’s cube, he starts

spinning around in his chair and stoning at

his laptop



For our main camera, we chose

the Canon 800D, since it's an

interchangeable lens camera

which allows us to be more

flexible with our shots

EQUIPMENTS



Wide angle lenses allows us to get as

close to the subject as possible without

cutting out the background, giving

viewers the feeling as if they're viewing

the scene with their own eyes rather

than through the camera



The 50mm, a.ka the 'nifty-fifty'.

Allows us to get more shots up

close, especially since we have a

crop-sensor camera. With a

maximum aperture of f/1.2, this

lens works great in low lighting and

offers a narrow depth of field.



EDITING
After getting the

necessary shots,

Adobe Premiere Pro

was used to piece

them together, further

mix the audio and add

any other effects in.

We made use of

Adobe Premiere Pro to

edit the bulk of our

film and we used

Audacity to record our

narration and further

edit the sound.



We recorded the script on

Audacity and use the software

effects to remove background

noise. To remove background

sound, we simply took a ‘quiet’

part of the audio and copied the

audio signature, then selected the

entire audio file and removed that

audio signature.



We included effects like the glitch effect,

it was made by pausing the frame,

creating copies of that frame and colour

correcting them with desaturated film

colour red and blue, and then

repositioning them. As well as text

message effect, by overlaying of images



FINAL PRODUCT

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hn_Wh2

qxVWSozARMfQ1YKg3AQwYWZPtC/view?

usp=sharing



REFLECTION
Zekai:
It was definitely a challenge for us to innovate
something brand new. Given the nature of
our project, we can only make use of our
home setting and limited resources. However,
we pushed through and I am truly proud of
what we have achieved as a pair. And how we
bounced back with the pandemic situation.

Ezekiel:
This project has taught me the importance of
working together with your team and the
limitations of working alone. I also learned a
lot about videography and editing and I felt
the overall experience was very enlightening
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